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parks. Many of the trees are full of brilliant blossom and some
give forth sweet perfume, like the Plumiera (Frangipani) that
near the villages fills the air with fragrance. Under the shadow
of immense ferns little streams of crystal water dance and sing,
and the villages nestle amongst giant trees and great clumps of
bamboos. In their vicinity there are often groups of Pagodas of
many shapes and sizes from large buildings of almost palatial
appearance to modest constructions only a few feet high.
Pleasant days they were, as by easy stages, I drove through
the Shan hills, crossing from the northern to the southern States
near Kehsi-Mansan in the province of Mongkung. Pleasant
days amongst a pleasant picturesque people.
Whole families of Shans are met travelling in their creaking,
clumsy ox-carts, from under the matting hoods of which peep
inquisitive children. They are on the road very early and very
late, outspanning for the heat of the day in the shade of the
forest near some stream or spring. The pale blue smoke of their
wood fires curls away up through the foliage above. While the
men see to the wheels of their carts or sit idly around, the women
boil the rice and the children scamper here and there playing
their games. Near by are tethered the patient oxen chewing the
cud.
The country is full of stories of the " Nats "—the multitude
of spirits that inhabit the streams and the rocks and the trees.
There is scarcely a house that has not its little shrine of propitia-
tion with its humble offering of food and drink. The Kachins
to the north have a tradition as to the reason why their country is
overrun by these good and bad spirits. The Creator desirous of
distributing wealth to mankind, they say, summoned the
Burmese and the Chinese and the Kachins to come and receive
their share. The Burmese and the Chinese took the precaution
to bring big baskets and received much. The more innocent
Kachins took very small receptacles, whence their poverty to-day.
A second summons from the Almighty was looked upon with
caution if not with suspicion by the Chinese and Burmese, but
the innocent Kachins were deceived. The members of the two
former races took nothing but bouquets of flowers in their
hands on the grounds that they were already satisfied with the
Creator's generosity and had only come with offerings to thank
him. But the unsophisticated Kachins unaware of the Creator's
sense of humour came along with enormous baskets hoping to
make good this time. But alas> it was not wealth that was to be

